
Our Company – the Most Unique in the World

Our Company exists in order to respond in the most vigorous, potent way with essential and
necessary  solutions  for  challenges  to  society  and  civilization  that  are  emerging  through
critical transformations happening now in our world.  IRI has developed fundamental new
science and technology serving global and immediate needs in social communication, health,
and energy.  Our work begins in the domain of health and medicine, with a powerful four-
point focus upon public health and communicable infectious diseases including pandemics
such as COVID-19.

Our Mission as a Company is to deliver the most optimal means for people as individuals,
groups and institutions to achieve and sustain health and vitality, and through such, to attain
and sustain wealth and affluence, and in all of this, meaningful purposeful living, all of this in
an  environment  of  instability,  uncertainty  and  dramatic  change.  This  is  our  fundamental
mission  and  set  of  objectives.  Our  tactics  involve  STEMM  (Science,  Technology,
Engineering,  Mathematics  and  Medicine).  Our  activities  incorporate  both  products  and
services, employing information and knowledge technologies as well as instrumentation, both
physical and digital. 

Our product-service array in healthcare consists of BioProt, Eyrie, MedAtrium, and  VESID,
together constituting the “Shuriken Compass”, our four-pronged solution-set for many of the
consequences  of  changing  climate,  society,  economics,  and  environment,  created  for
institutions as well as individuals.  IRI serves the World, all of it, all levels all peoples, and by
doing so, we are able to serve everyone better than others.

The hub as well as the circumference of all this and more is OASIS, a comprehensive social
environment for communication, collaboration, meeting, education, entertainment and trading
in integrated digital and physical operating environments.  OASIS begins where all previous
social  networks  and  media  cannot  reach  and  cannot  serve  –  the  provision  of  deep
personalization  and  purposeful  communication  and  information,  beginning  with  intelligent
control of the distribution and flow of resources within medicine and public health.

BioProt  provides  a  permanent  and  renewable  line  of  defense  against  surface-contact
transmissible contagious disease.  All.  It is a program of analysis, treatment, and changes in
how people do things in their offices, schools, hospitals, stadiums, shops, homes.  It is for
everyone, everywhere.

MedAtrium provides an answer to the challenge of having timely diagnoses and results for
not  only  infectious  diseases  but  many  of  the  complications  that  are  consequences  or
complications and comorbidities.  It can go everywhere, anytime for everyone.

Eyrie  is  the  most  adaptive  and  responsive  medical  informatics  network  of  social
communications and resource management with an architecture designed for everyone to
use everywhere and anytime.  It is the answer people want for social distancing and knowing
where something is likely to be a problem and where medical and other resources will be
needed.
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VESID is  a new approach to antiviral  medicine that  can greatly  reduce the incidence of
serious and indeed any infections to many viral diseases.

We are  bringing  new solutions  to  medicine,  healthcare,  social  communications,  energy,
agriculture, and space.  We operate now with collaborative and joint venture partners in other
countries around the world. 

All technologies, instruments, assays, and protocols employed within MedAtrium and BioProt
systems  and  procedures,  and  within  Eyrie  information  systems,  are  fully  authorized
governmentally for proper and appropriate medical use within respective countries of BioProt
/ MedAtrium / Eyrie deployment. 

VESID is currently in the research stage and its projected consumer-medicine products are
proceeding into in vitro and subsequent in vivo experiments and trials. Announcements will
be made in the proper course of time. 

OASIS is the most unique product operating in both the physical as well as digital world-
spaces. It has been designed to provide what is not available elsewhere, from anyone, and it
is  spans,  it  integrates,  cohesively,  functions  and  powers  for  Communication,  for
Collaborating,  for  Meeting,  for  Educating,  for  Entertaining,  and  for  Trading  in  very
personalized, private, secure, and creative ways. OASIS is the Future of commodities and
futures  trading.  OASIS is  the  Future of  personalized  and profitable  gaming and playing.
OASIS transforms "virtual reality" worlds into "realizable futures" - and more. 

Products and applications of IRI products within the agriculture, energy, and space fields are
truly revolutionary advances that  will  make our business and national  partners be strong
leaders in our dynamically-changing world. Our sponsors, investors and supporters have a
true  "leading  edge"  that  empowers  them  in  this  century  and  beyond.  The  "return  on
investment"  for  all  IRI  sponsors,  investors,  clients  and  employees  is  unmistakable,
remarkable, and unparalleled. IRI is positioned to be one of the dominant controlling forces in
the remainder of this 21st century and beyond - on Planet Earth, beneath its surface, and far
beyond in Space.
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